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RAOKY

HOW IT ALL STARTED

WORKING ON A PLAN 1        

Solid handmade music with a touch of soul, pop, raggae, 
folk, funk, rock, blues, world, jazz and african music. 
Raoky unites it all and takes you on a journey 
through joy, happines and melancholia. 
With songs in english, madagascan and french, the four 
passionate musicians Dada, Arthur, Brunel and Marvin 
have gone a long way to be the professional musicians 
they have become....

While lead singer Dada was born in Sainte-Marie, 
Madagascar to a family of musicians and already started 
to perform before even going to primary school, Marvin 
received his first acoustic guitar in Bremen, Germany under a 
christmas tree and never intended to give it back.  
Both grew up in the most different societies and cultures you 
could opose to one another, but there was one thing they held 
in common from the very beginning: Music. 
Dada, performing on a regular basis in Sainte-Marie, and 
Marvin, experimenting with different music projects in 
Bremen finally crossed paths, when a friend and self - 
organised volunteer service brought Marvin to Sainte-Marie
in the end of 2011. Marvins luggage got lost on the way while
changing flights in Paris and his guitar strings didn´t cope with 
the tropical climate. Dada was able to help. 
The broken strings were replaced by some rusty d-strings and 
his remarkable voice lured Marvin into taking the 25 km walk 
to Dadas house, composing, playing and recording together, 
everytime he got off of his position teaching english and sports 
at a madagascan middle school....

.... Back in Germany, a little bit earlier than 
originally planned, due to a rusty nail that tried to
decorate Marvins foot and a litschi parasite that 
was looking for a new home, the musical match
had to put a hold on contributing to each others
compositions. Dada being used to visitors coming 
and going and Marvin being aware that it could 
take him ages to find another voice comparable 
to the one Dada has develloped over the years.
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WORKING ON A PLAN  2 

WHERE RAOKY IS HEADING                                        

CONTACT

Back in Europe in 2017 and working on the soon to be 
released album „NIOVA“ - („changed“ or „new“).  
Raoky is looking forward to steadily continue playing live and 
extending its audience. The managment family has already 
grown. And everyone involvolved is excited to see were the 
journey is heading. Upcoming Live-Dates will be announced 
soon. 

Band: raokymusic@gmail.com

Booking / Management:  
uwieters@wia-gmbh.de  

Web: 
www.raoky.com
www.facebook.com/raokymusic
www.youtube.com/raokymusic
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Crowdfunding just made its way from the USA to Europe. 
After selling his guitar amps to go back to St. Marie and an 
interlude with an internship in Chile, Marvin gave it a try. 
Europe was supposed to be the next big step for Raoky.
- It worked out. Finally performing, accompanied by Dadas 
brother Dolly on the percussion for the first time in 
Germany and producing their debut Album 
- „Raoky - Welcome To Raoky“ - Raoky has set a foot on the 
European music market. Followed by a cancelled tour 
through the UK in 2014 and denied funds from German 
institutions, the setback made Raoky hold on to work out 
a plan. - It helped. The band grew as musicians as much as 
they grew as managers and a second crowdfunding campaign 
later, over 50 concerts played together as a full-band line-up 
with Brunel on the drums and Arthur on the bass Raoky, had 
found a steady beat moving forward and playing themselves 
right in the hearts of the audiences in France, Germany and 
Belgium.
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DADA

INSTRUMENTS

INTERESTS

EXPERTIES

Lead singer and multi-instrumentalist Dada was born 25 years 
ago on the island St. Marie in Madagascar.  
Together with his father, brothers and sisters he enterntained 
the tourists and locals on the Island with his marvellous voice 
and instrumenatl skills. Growing up sourrounded by nature 
and the ocean he transports a distinct sensibility for the 
dynamic and energie of every single note, his playful character 
is leading the audience into a journey of rhythmical dreaming 
and letting lose.

On stage his main instruments are his voice and his semi- 
acoustic guitar. Behind scenes he can make nearly everything 
sound good, being a passionate percussionist, drummer, 
piano- and bass player who is always looking for a differnet 
way of creating sounds and getting the feeling right.

Dada loves the ocean and everything he has to offer.  
Fishing, surfing, diving... 
As soon as he has to leave a coastline his songs will take him 
back to the waves he is missing.

Being on stage and living from music starting of a very 
young age, Dadas record of concerts played are close to a 
thousand. Ever since the Zion Studios have been 
established in St. Marie, he is a wanted studio musician for 
incoming artist from Swiss, France, Germany and of 
course Madagascar. 
2017 will be his 3rd tournee in Europe and he´s 
anxious to continue the exciting story of Raoky.
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MARVIN                                 
Solo guitarist and backround singer Marvin was born 26 years 
ago in Hamburg, Germany.
Ever since he has reached six years he´s in love with the 
guitar and no distance kept him from being able to play it.  
He brings in a more sophisticated sound and structure into 
the band. As a social guidance and manager he kept the band 
going, realised two crowdfunding campaigns and produced 
Raokys records in a self-made manner. He has a great 
passion for languages and and getting the right tone in a 
spoken word..
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INSTRUMENTS                                

INTERESTS                       

EXPERTIES                                 

On stage his main instrument is the electrical guitar and 
emphasizing the hooks with his backing vocals. He has basic 
knowledge on the drums, the piano and african percussion 
and is continiously working on extending his skills. 
A great sensitivity for ambience and differentiation of sounds 
makes him a good match with Dada.

Luckily the guitar has had a stable place in his life. Other
interests might change within a day. He loves adventures, 
travelling, learning new things, sports and getting something 
done. Being fluent in multiple languages he does all the 
negotiations and helds a big share in the lyrics. But no matter 
where he goes, sooner or later every way takes him back to 
the ocean, the waves and especially to the music.

Different bands and a musical major class as a teenager in 
Bremen plus teaching the guitar since the age of 12
lead his childhood being all about the guitar.  
After graduating from high-school he went to 
Berlin to work in the music industry, 
lived and worked in Australia and gained 
experiences in the wind energy sector in Chile. 
But nothing was as thrilling as making Raoky 
work and taking the nescessary steps. 
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ARTHUR                                   
Bass player and backing vocalist Arthur was born 24 years ago 
in Tamatave, Madagascar. Arthur discovered his passion for 
arts and music at the age 16 and completely dove into perfec-
tioning his talents when the loss of his brother being killed by 
a police officer made him look for distraction and something 
to hold onto. Raoky found a match with him in 2015 when 
Dada and Marvin where looking for a full band line up to 
showcase in Europe.... and man this guy can groove! 
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INSTRUMENTS                                

EXPERTIES                                 

On stage his main instruments are his bass and the backing 
vocals. As an extra he brings decent percussion, guitar and 
drum skills. Not to forget a talent for the keys. Yes, you can 
give hime a piano as well and he´ll know how to play it.

Arthur likes the fine arts, painting and african music. 
A good film and going fishing from time to time will not be 
neglected either.

Having played with different bands on the main Island of 
Madagascar and working as a studio musician in Tamatave 
his musical career has send him all over madagascar, made 
him visit La Reunion and finally took him on tour with 
Raoky in 2016. Ever since he is a full member of 
Raoky, and can not wait to make it back to Europe to 
further establish the band and having him enjoying
every single minute making music.
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BRUNEL                               
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INTERESTS                       

INSTRUMENTS                                

EXPERTIES                                 

On stage he´s playing the drums and is singing the backing 
vocals. Behind the scenes he´s passionate about the guitar 
and could easily get along as a jazz-pianist. 

Brunel loves people and getting in touch.  
He is easy to get along with and cheekily makes 
everyone like him in no time. 

Being the youngest of the band Brunel played in a couple 
of bands in the mainland of Madagascar and was booked 
from gig to gig as a drummer by different artists.  
Being with Raoky is his first big Gig though and he is 
identifiying with the the band to the fullest. 

Drummer and backing vocalist Brunel was born 19 years ago 
in Tamatave, Madagascar. Fate did not give him much to start 
off with, but whenever he found something that might sound 
like a drum, he assembled it and started making rhythms. 
Let it be plastic bins or metal boxes... it had his effect and 
lightened up his day. Shortly after the arrival of Arthur this 
cheerful young man found his place right in the heart of 
Raoky, transmitting a whole bunch of energy, making sure he 
is never losing his smile,  to the delight of the audience.
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SETUP

DRUMS

BASS

ELECTRIC GUITAR

 1 DRUMSET
 1 BASS GUITAR
 1 ELECTRIC GUITAR
 1 ACOUSTIC GUITAR
 4 VOCALS 
 PERCUSSION 

BASS DRUM   
SNARE          
HI-HAT       
TOM 1        
TOM 2            
BASS TOM    
CYMBALS     

BASS AMP WITH DI OUT

GUITAR AMP  

- 7 -

ACOUSTIC GUITAR

VOCALS

STEREO DI / 2 MONO DI 

LEAD  
BACKING 1 
BACKING 2 
BACKING 3 
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PERCUSSION
DJAMBE
CONGAS
TAMBOURINE 
GUIRO
VASE DRUM
CHIMES
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STAGE ELEMENTS 
PLATFORM FOR DRUMMER SHOULD 
BE PROVIDED

PROFESSIONAL MIKING ARRANGEMENTS 
SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR ALL ITEMS 
MENTIONED ABOVE. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO 
GET IN TOUCH WITH RAOKY BEFORE THE 
SHOW FOR ANY OPEN QUESTIONS.

CONTACT

RAOKY  
C/o MARVIN WARNKE
+49(0)1632894490
raokymusic@gmail.com

SOUND AND LIGHTING 
WE PREFER AN OVERALL NATURAL SOUND WITH 
MINIMAL PROCESSING AND EFFECTS. THE DRUMS 
NEED NOT TO HAVE CLICKY ATTACK SOUNDS, 
PLEASE USE GATES ONLY WHEN UNAVOIDABLE 
AND WITH GREAT CARE. THE VOCALS ARE BEST 
LEFT WITH A SLIGHT REVERBATION, MAYBE A 
BIT OF A VERY SHORT DELAY ON THE LEAD VO-
ALS AND A TOUCH OF SHORT AMBIENCE ON THE 
BACKGROUND VOICES. LIGHTING CAN BE 
DISCUSSED DURING SOUNDCHECK.

IMPORTANT 



RAOKY  
Stageplan 

Date: January 2017
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BEFORE SHOW 

DURING SHOW

AFTER SHOW 

STAFF

-> Promo material is at hand and can be send if demanded 
-> A soundcheck of 60min plus setup time should be 
scheduled for the band.  
-> Direction, Contact, and a safe parking place should be 
assured close to the venue.
-> Arrival, doors-open and on-stage times should be 
handed out one week before the show at the latest.

-> A table for merchandise and a small light in the same room 
of the show should be available during show.
-> Enough water and drinks for the musicians should be on 
stage 

-> A safe place / helping hands / sufficient time to decable and 
load Raokys Equipment should be at hand.
-> Anything in a distance over 100km from Bremen demands
a room to sleep for each musician and 3 meals per day.
-> Foods and Drinks / or sufficient means should be at hand 
for the band before and after the show. Healthy food and not 
too many dairy products would be good.

We will need a qualified sound engineer, stage technician 
and lights technician. At the moment we do not have a 
regular engineer, so we depend heavily on the staff on-site.
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PAYMENT
If no other arrangements were made, all money 
should be transferred to the following 
bank account: 
RAOKY 
C/o MARVIN WARNKE 
SPARKASSE BREMEN 
IBAN: DE19 2905 0101 0082 0464 67 
BIC: SBREDE22XXX
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THANK YOU  ! 

RAOKY 
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